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Public Statement by
the Network of European Institutes for Advanced Study

INSTITUTES FOR ADVANCED STUDY
AND THE CURRENT PANDEMIC
Potentials and Capacities
for the European Research Area
Press Release
November 11, 2020
One of the areas most tangibly affected by the current Covid pandemic
is international mobility and the circulation of academics and researchers. With national borders temporarily closed, travel warnings changing
frequently, international flights severely reduced, and consular/visa
services taking longer than normal, European and international fellowship programmes were and are subject to hitherto unknown levels of
pressure and restriction. This is highly problematic since international
mobility and scientific exchange define a central part of today’s research
and scholarship, locally and globally. Institutes for Advanced Study (IAS)
in Europe invite every year cohorts of outstanding international scholars
for scientific residence and have been affected by recent developments,
in some ways different to other academic institutions. Notwithstanding the fact that some IAS had to reduce fellowship programmes or
in exceptional cases even temporarily close their doors, almost all
institutes have continued to provide space, time and collegiality that
is crucial for scholarship at all stages of academic careers. In short, IAS
provide a sustainable mode of international research mobility that is
viable even during a pandemic. As the typical IAS fellowships last several months or even years, the possible periods of self-‐isolation after
the researchers’ relocation do not create an unreasonable obstacle for
mobility, in comparison to short term international research visits that
have become impossible for the time being. Three powerful lessons
can be learned from recent IAS experience.
First, IAS have registered very few cancellations for the current academic year, and have received a significant increase in the number of
applications for the forthcoming academic year. The pandemic crisis
has once more highlighted the internationally recognised roles of
IAS as a model for scholarly safe havens and for stimulating scientific
exchange, adopting workable alternatives for in-person meetings in
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variant formats. Institutes for Advanced Study offer today the ever
more needed conditions to concentrate fully on scientific work, to
engage in discussions formally and informally with peers from various
disciplines and intellectual traditions. The impact that IAS fellowships
have on scientific advance and output is likely to increase in these difficult times. Second, IAS have proved themselves to be resilient, thanks
to new ways of fostering scientific dialogue in times of pandemic. They
innovate with hybrid forms of meetings, mixing deftly online seminars
with in-‐presence discussions. They have invented new schemes offering opportunities to involve former fellows and external associates and
thus create a more integrative audience and achieve a greater outreach.
Fellows have been keen to benefit from such an environment in this
time of crisis.
Third, IAS have a long-‐standing in providing a strong academic
infrastructure beyond national borders. This role of the institutes in
contributing to internationalization has long been recognized. In
times as these, IAS play an ever more significant role in promoting an
international academic community, integrity and freedom across national borders and cultural boundaries. All indicated factors forcefully
demonstrate the important scientific role of the Institutes for Advanced
Study. Their significance for scientific exchange and development
remains unabated in times of pandemic and is more important than
ever. Therefore, the Network of European Institutes for Advanced Study,
which gathers 25 institutes in 17 European countries, strongly encourages local and national governments, as well as international donors,
to help the institutes pursue their scientific tasks. Now more than ever,
they are committed to providing much needed opportunities for innovative research and for intra-¬ and interdisciplinary scientific exchange.

CAS NEW PROGRAMS AND FELLOWSHIPS

CENTRE FOR ADVANCED STUDY SOFIA
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 2021 / 2022
Application deadline:
31 March 2021

2021/2022 Gerda Henkel Fellowships
With the support of the Gerda Henkel Stiftung
The Centre for Advanced Study Sofia (CAS Sofia) announces
a Call for Applications for its GERDA HENKEL Fellowship for
fundamental historical research in the field the humanities
and social sciences. The five-months in-residence fellowships are
granted under the framework of the CAS Advanced Academia
programme and support PhD holders from the following
countries: Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, China (only
Tibet and Xinjiang Autonomous Regions), Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Mongolia, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Turkey, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.
Full description at: https://cas.bg/en/2021-2022-call-forapplications-gerda-henkel-fellowships/

Advanced Academia
PFORZHEIMER SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS
With the support of a private donor
As part of the Advanced Academia Fellowship Platform this call
provides opportunity for Senior Bulgarian scholars from the
humanities and social sciences to apply for 5-months research
fellowship at CAS for 2021/2022.
Full description at: https://cas.bg/en/2021-2022-call-forapplications-advanced-academia-pforzheimer-senior-fellowships/

Advanced Academia Fellowships
for BULGARIAN SCHOLARS
from the fields of the social sciences
and the humanities

post-doctoral researchers who are striving to advance in their
academic career.
Full description at: https://cas.bg/en/2021-2022-call-forapplications-advanced-academia-fellowships-for-bulgarianscholars/

Advanced Academia Fellowships
for INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS
With the support of the Porticus Foundation
The Centre for Advanced Study Sofia (CAS Sofia) announces a
Call for Applications for its 2021/2022 In-Residence Advanced
Academia Fellowships for fundamental research in the fields of
the humanities and social sciences for non-Bulgarian scholars.
Full description at: https://cas.bg/en/2021-2022-call-forapplications-advanced-academia-fellowships-for-internationalscholars/

Call for applications:
RE-LINK FELLOWSHIPS
FOR BULGARIAN DIASPORA
The Centre for Advanced Study Sofia (CAS) provides two 3-months
RE-LINK Fellowships in the field of the humanities and social
sciences for Bulgarian scholars residing abroad.
With the support of The Bulgarian Ministry of Education and
Science and the Swiss State Secretariat for Education Research
and Innovation.
Full description at: https://cas.bg/en/2021-2022-call-forapplications-re-link-fellowships-for-bulgarian-diaspora/

With the support of the Bulgarian Ministry of
Education and Science and the Swiss State Secretariat
for Education, Research and Innovation
Annually CAS Sofia grants five 9-months scholarships (including
up to one month in a foreign institution) to promising Bulgarian

2020 – 2021
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CHALLENGES FACING THE FUTURE
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
Pilot phase project
of the Centre for Advanced Study Sofia, 2019-2022,
supported by the Centre for Culture and Governance in Europe,
University of St. Gallen

The three-year pilot phase of this new project of the
Centre for Advanced study (supported by the Centre
for Culture and Governance in Europe, University of St.
Gallen) takes on the serious difficulties over the past
decades – at the level of both secondary and tertiary
education, in terms of sustainable career prospects
as well as growth of research opportunities. A major
factor feeding into these developments is the chronic
underfunding of the field – a trend common to many
European states, one that follows the growing global
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appetite for STEM instead of SSH-oriented curricula,
which in turn responds better to economic growth and
labour market needs. In many countries this diminishes
the incentives among students to enrol, even less pursue an academic career, in SSH, whereas in Southeast
and Central Europe it boosts the rates of academic emigration instead: scholars with stronger SSH records find
less and less motivation and/or enough opportunities
to seek career development at home. Accordingly, the
overall quality of local academic environments deterio-

rates, as there remain fewer professionals
to contribute to its advancement. This is a
vicious circle indeed: underfunding and
depressed research environment lead to
increased de-motivation and emigration,
which affects negatively the quality of
academic output, which then brings more
underfunding and less incentive to pursue
academic career. In brief, the social sciences and humanities are facing a complex
challenge, the successful overcoming of
which may be decisive for their health in
the mid to long-term future.
This project builds on the hypothesis that
the variety of local SSH evaluation systems
and, most importantly, performancebased funding mechanisms harmonised
with the systems in question operate as
a hidden, yet very substantial, factor underlying these negative trends. Thus, very
often there is a lack of sufficient separation
between STEM- and SSH-related criterial
sets; the overemphasis on scientometrics
based on commercial services such as Scopus or Web of Science has been pushed to
the limits of a significant or full exclusion
of non-English language publications;
functional criteria filters for publications in
languages other than English or for specific
academic genres (such as academic translations, critical primary source editions,
etc.) may be lacking altogether.

2020 – 2021

Identifying these and other potential flaws
would surely be a major step towards improving the global health of Europe’s SSH.
To accomplish this task, we decided to have
a deeper look into the current SSH evaluation and funding policies in selected minor
and major non-English-speaking countries
across Europe. The core deliverable we
have planned is an interactive web-tool
giving a country-specific telescopic view of
Europe’s SSH, which is to appear towards
the end of the project’s pilot phase, i.e.
in March 2023. The prospective web-tool
will give access to various qualitative and
quantitative data regarding evaluation
frameworks, funding mechanisms, and
so forth.
We started in March 2020 by circulating
a Europe-wide call for experts. In June,
CAS welcomed the project’s core group
consisting of ten members: Assoc. Prof.
Martin Ossikovski (Bulgaria, project lead),
Dr Katerina Cidlinska (Czech Republic),
Dr Katya Dunajeva (Hungary), Dr Daniela
Irrera and Dr Silvio Spiri (Italy), Dr Irina Kotkina (Sweden/Russia), Dr Sanja Petkovska
(Serbia), Prof. Joanna Spassova (Sofia), Dr
Silvio Spiri (Italy), Zuleta Ferrari (Netherlands), Dr Diana Andreeva and Dr Georgi
Nyagolov (Sofia).

The project’s first year is reserved for the
methodology, and initially we had planned
to organise a series of workshops over the
period October 2020 – March 2021. The
pandemic, expectedly, changed everything and the team migrated online. Two
Zoom conferences (one in late October
and another one in early December) laid
out the foundations of the algorithm for
data gathering. The team, which may well
expand during the months to come, will be
meeting again online in January and February 2021 and, if the situation improves,
physically in Spring 2021 to finalise the
methodology. Thereafter, the project will
enter the second phase – the actual collection of data regarding the current situation
of SSH in Europe.
This is all, of course, much more than a
single three-year effort. Via the current
pilot phase of the project, CAS will seek
to build and establish a permanent network of scholars across the Continent to
facilitate, later on, the launch of a grander
initiative – one that will allow for regular
annual updates of the big picture of the
‘health index’, as it were, of the social sciences and humanities in Europe.
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PREVEX project
(Preventing Violent Extremism
in the Balkans and the MENA
Strengthening Resilience
in Enabling Environments)

The overarching objective of PREVEX is to put forward more fine-tuned and effective approaches to preventing violent extremism. Focusing on the broader
MENA region and the Balkans, context-sensitive, in-depth case studies of the
occurrence and non-occurrence of violent extremism will be carried out and
then brought together in a regional comparison. In doing so, PREVEX will seek to
improve the understanding of how different drivers of violent extremism operate. Particular emphasis will be placed on how to strengthen resilience through
investigating the non-occurrence of violent extremism in ‘enabling environments‘.
The project consists of a carefully assembled team of area and subject experts,
representing both EU member states and the regions analyzed. The project will
be implemented under the Horizon 2020 EU grant scheme.
The Norwegian Institute of International Affairs is the project coordinator,
while the Centre for Advanced Study is involved as a partner institution coordinating the research activities related to the Balkan region.
The other project participants are the following institutions: Kobenhavns
Universitet (Denmark), Universitaet Leipzig (Germany), Scuola Superiore di Studi
Universitari e di Perfezionamento Sant‘anna (Italy), Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques (France), Centre for European Policy Studies (Belgium), European
University Institute (Italy), Beogradski Centar za Bezbednosnu Politiku Udruzenje
(Serbia), Atlantska Inicijativa (Bosna and Hercegovina), Group for Legal and Political Studies (Kosovo), Institute for Democracy and Mediation (Albania), Universite Al
Akhawayn d‘Ifrane (Morocco), Alliance pour Refonder la Gouvernance en Afrique
(Senegal), Middle East Research Institute (Iraq).
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 870724.
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CAS ADVANCED ACADEMIA
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME:
Individual Fellowships 2020 – 2021
Bulgarian Module

Albena Hranova (Bulgaria)
Pforzheimer Fellowship
MA in Slavic Studies; PhD in Bulgarian Literature (Plovdiv University)
Affiliation: Department of Philosophy in the Faculty of Philosophy and History at Plovdiv University.
Field of Study: Literature and Historiography
Project Title:

Literature and Historiography:
Public Scandals over Curricula and Textbooks in Bulgaria (1992-2019)
This project is designed to study the Bulgarian
public scandals in the 1992–2019 period related
to education in history and literature. After the
end of the communist rule, education had to
undergo institutional depoliticization until
the development of new curricula; such were
elaborated in 1999–2000, and then in 2016.
The five major scandals to be studied under
this project erupted consecutively in three
stages and bound, in a different way, history
and literature together into a common field

of national mythology where public opinion
formulated its notions of “truth” and “manipulation”, values, national ideals, and so on. Those
symptomatic scandals have not been studied
in their own right to date, and, besides, public
opinion surveys on education issues are a recent phenomenon not only in Bulgaria. Using
interdisciplinary research methods and main
concepts such as public space of history, conceptual history, national mythology, and text
figuratives to analyse the public language of the

scandals in question, the project aims to reconstruct the plots of those scandals with a view to
their concrete political contexts; to observe the
viewpoints of the institutions involved and the
public reactions, and the specific points of their
intersections and correspondence; to identify
their impact on institutional policies; to take
into consideration their long-term resonance
in the statements of public opinion in Bulgaria.

Mirela Ivanova (United Kingdom)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship (Diaspora Scholar)
MA in Late Antique and Byzantine Studies; PhD in History (University of Oxford)
Affiliation: University College, Oxford and Faculty of History, University of Oxford
Field of Study: Medieval History
Project Title:

Greek in the Early Medieval Balkans, 880 – 1014
This post-doctoral project will be the first social
history of multilingualism in the Balkans and, in
particular, of the role and significance of Greek
after the late ninth-century arrival of the newly
invented Slavonic alphabet. It will argue both
that the Balkans were decidedly multilingual,
contrary to scholarly consensus, and reveal how
medieval multilingualism was manifested and

2020 – 2021

experienced on the ground.
It proposes two methodological innovations.
The first is to focus on an area rather than a
national entity. The second to integrate both
manuscript and epigraphic written artefacts
toward a new social history of the uses of Greek
in the Balkans. This mixed-method approach will
look at manuscripts and epigraphic monuments

not simply as vessels for historical information,
but as objects whose materiality is central to the
formation of their meaning. By bringing new
theoretical approaches to the study of inscriptions to the region, it hopes to fundamentally
transform scholarly perceptions of the early
medieval Balkans.
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ADVANCED ACADEMIA PROGRAMME: FELLOWS 2020 – 2021

Tchavdar Marinov (Bulgaria)
Pforzheimer Fellowship
MA in Philosophy (Sofia University); PhD in History and Civilizations (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)
Affiliation: IPHS, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Field of Study: Nationalism Studies; Modern and Contemporary Balkan History
Project Title:

Is It Possible to Measure Nationalism? Recent Theories of Pervasiveness and
Intensity of Nationhood: A Critical Appraisal
The present research project seeks to explore
the analytical potential but also the limits of
the most recent theories of pervasiveness and
intensity of national categories, identities, and
ideologies. While, conceptually, the project
focuses on the theories of ‘national indifference’
and of ‘weak nationalism’ and, geographically,
on the Balkan area, its more general ambition
is to contribute to the ongoing debates on
temporality and social diffusion of nationalism in modern Europe. By crediting ‘national

indifference’ an explanatory value, the proposed
research tries to understand often obscured
by national historians self-identifications and
external categorizations of modern and contemporary societies since the late nineteenth
century; it surveys practical choices and reasons
of (non-)élite populations but it also tackles
epistemological problems related to their study.
By analyzing the opposition between ‘weak’ and
‘strong’ forms of nationalism, the present project
also questions the methodological coherence of

this and similar distinctions. Through a critical
appraisal of theories, the project attempts to
shed light on questions such as the temporal
scales of the spread of nationalism, the social
logics of loyalty and pragmatism, the relationship between identity and interest as well as
the extent to which nationalism is not only
qualifiable but also quantifiable.Bulgaria, taught
in Sofia University.

Vladimir Nakov (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
MA in Medicine; Psychiatrist, PhD in Social Medicine (National Centre of Public Health and Analyses)
Affiliation: Department Mental Health, NCPHA, Sofia, Bulgaria
Field of Study: History, Psychiatry, Medicine, Political sciences, Human rights, Ethics.
Project Title:

Hidden Madness: Mental Health Governance in Socialist Bulgaria
Bulgarian psychiatric history is, to a significant
extent, an empty spot. What exists locally pertains to sanitized history written by psychiatrists
themselves. The lasting impression is they cannot, or do not, want to say what has happened,
what has been the private, political, material,
scientific, life of the psychiatric field.
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Thus, the first objective of the study is to reconstruct the boundary maintaining mechanisms
of the socialist psychiatry in Bulgaria.
The second objective is to trace the intersections of several different lines of development
– juridical framework, type and dynamics of the
services, the “material” milieu.

The third objective is to throw some light on
issues which were among the forbidden topics
during the period as suicide and psychiatric
abuse.
The envisaged research is not an easy task
because of the lack of a number of sources. Not

ADVANCED ACADEMIA PROGRAMME: FELLOWS 2020 – 2021

many documents about psychiatry have been
preserved, archives have been destroyed, and
there was ideological pushing forward of people
without real contribution and the contribution
of others was ignored, especially from the period
before 1944. Photos of psychiatry buildings are
missing and many psychiatric institutions are

not correctly described /until 1976 there were
psychiatric colonies in Bulgaria/.
The study will attempt to use as many sources
as possible and combine various qualitative
methods, including archival material, where
available, and key professional journals during

the period, medical press, etc. Another possible
source of data would be interviews conducted
with representatives of the generation, whose
professional lives are situated predominantly in
the socialist period.

Stanimir Panayotov (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
MA in Philosophy and Gender Studies; PhD in Comparative Gender Studies (Central European University)
Affiliation: Department of Postgraduate Studies, Institute of Social Sciences and Humanities – Skopje, North Macedonia
Field of Study: feminist philosophy, late antiquity, non-philosophy
Project Title:

Feminisms beyond the Body: Towards a Feminist Theory of Disembodiment
Feminisms have always liked the body. The
reason is somewhat reactionary, and the reaction is largely forgotten throughout centuries.
It is rooted in Aristotle’s hylomorphism and its
identification of the feminine principle with ugliness. Embracing this identification becomes the
locus classicus of feminist philosophy’s project to
institute femininity as both embodied and rational. Two sources have inspired feminist theorists
to reduce and thus defend philosophical femininity as symptomatically embodied: Plotinus
(Enneads, III.6) and Irigaray’s interpretation of him
(Speculum of the Other Woman). In this project I
critique Irigaray’s reading as central to demystifying the reduction of femininity to embodiment.
My aim is to then build on this critique and offer a
trajectory of interpreting femininity and womanhood as equally relevant to the Plotinian ideal of
disembodiment which has traditionally been in
turn reduced to a masculine project.
The topic of my project is the necessity in the

current historical momentum to develop a
feminist theory (and not philosophy) of disembodiment. The topic is two-fold: disentangling
femininity from embodiment in the
Western metaphysical canon, and
synchronizing the allegedly masculinist ideal of disembodiment with a
feminist project of disembodiment.

a more ambitious theory of disembodiment.

The main research question of the
project is: How to arrive at a feminist
theoretical notion of disembodiment
(without having to denounce the
feminist philosophical debunking
of metaphysical reason)? Even if my
critique of the Irigarayian reading
of Plotinus is correct, how does it
necessitate a feminist theory of
disembodiment? While working on
such questions, the results of this
project will serve as the basis for

Alexander Popov (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
BA in English and American Studies (Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”); MSc in Computing (Imperial College); PhD in
Informatics (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences)
Affiliation: Bulgarian Academy of Sciences; Department of English and American Studies, Sofia University
Field of Study: Artificial Intelligence, Computational Linguistics, Literary Theory, Science Fiction and Utopian Studies
Project Title:

Narrating AI. Speculating through Science and Fiction on the Future of Machine and
Human Intelligence
This project pursues an interdisciplinary model
for analyzing artificial intelligence (AI) – through
a study of its treatment in contemporary art.
It seeks to provide a robust foundation for

2020 – 2021

thinking about the future of intelligence by
engaging with methods and theories in AI research and adapting them to the apparatuses
of disciplines from the humanities and social

sciences. This intervention is meant to facilitate
the transfer of analytical knowledge between
scholarly fields as varied as AI research, philosophy, sociology, and literary studies; it aims
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to create mental space for conceptual crosspollination and methodological innovation.
The assembled theoretical and methodological
apparatus will be evaluated against close readings of contemporary speculative fictions (SF)
involving AI characters or narrators.
SF is seen as a material-semiotic space for
thought experimentation at various scales: it

permits the kind of imaginative work which is
necessary in the invoked disciplines, whenever
complex counterfactual scenarios need to be
modelled. SF offers a unique advantage in this
respect, since it combines parameters for world
modelling that are of interdisciplinary interest, and since a wide range of analytical tools
have already been developed and adapted to
analyze it.

Even though the project aims to contribute directly to the fields of literary theory and utopian
studies, it also hopes to engage research in AI
design, ethics and philosophy via the transversal
semiotic practice of science fiction. Such interdisciplinary engagement has the potential not
only to make future AI safer and beneficial to all,
but also to encourage the development of more
expansive ethical practices.

Lyubomir Pozharliev
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
BA in Sociology (2009) from the University of Sofia; MA in Comparative History of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe
(2012) from Central European University, Budapest, Hungary; PhD in history and cultural studies (2018) from Justus-Liebig
University, Giessen.
Affiliation: Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde (Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography, IfL) in Leipzig, Germany
Field of Study: History and Cultural Studies
Project Title:

Competing Interests. State and Private Actors in the Development of Black Sea
Infrastructure in Russia and Bulgaria (1856-1914)
The aim of the project is to research the competition and cooperation of state and commercial interests of key Russian and Bulgarian Governmental
and entrepreneurial actors as a driver for long-term
development of maritime infrastructure in the
Black Sea region - the ports of Varna and Odessa.
The objects of the research are The Russian Steam
Navigation and Trading Company (founded in
1856) and the Bulgarian Commercial Steam
Navigation Company (founded 1893). The studied
period is between 1856 and the beginning of
the WWI. The hypothesis of the study is that the
construction of maritime infrastructure is a hybrid
project, the result of simultaneous confrontation
and negotiation of presented as a common good
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strategies of Governmental and Imperial actors
and the commercial interests of entrepreneurs
and merchants. The transfer of knowledge is also
important. This approach to the development of
infrastructure explicates the complex character
of the modernization processes, in which the two
modernization lines – through “top down” state
intervention and by “down up” entrepreneurship
and trade activities are entangled, in constant
tension and negotiation. The project follows the
methodological frame of entangled modernities.
The proposed method is interpretative analysis
of official and personal documents, related to the
two companies.To disrupt the silence which has
subsumed their memories, I turn to oral history,

employing a methodology based on the “lifestories” model, extending the interview beyond
the narrative of atrocity to a more in-depth account of each person’s experience. What remains
certain for all of the interviewees is that repression
is a continued experience, one that outlasts the
release from a camp. I will integrate the testimonies that I collected, together with other personal
writings and memoirs. This project will result in
my second scholarly monograph, a history of
the recorded life-stories and personal archives of
Bulgarian gulag survivors.
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Albena Shkodrova (Bulgaria and Belgium)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship (Diaspora Scholar)
PhD in History, University of Brussels (VUB) and University of Leuven (KUL) - Belgium
Affiliation: Institut für Soziale Bewegungen - Bochum, RUB, Germany
Field of Study: History, Contemporary History, New Towns, Comparative Studies
Project Title:

Upward Social Mobility in European New Towns after World War Two
The project compares upward social mobility in
the new towns, built across Europe in the first
decades after the Second World War. Using case
studies in Bulgaria, former Czechoslovakia, the
UK and the Netherlands, it investigates who,
how and why was able to make use of the
opportunities for advance, which new towns
opened - and where stood their limits.
Several aspects of upward mobility are researched comparatively: spatial (rural-urban),
between old and new groups/elites, generations and genders. Approaching new towns as
sublimations of validated from above social

engineering ideologies, it revisits the traditional
historiographical interpretation of the period
as a clear-cut dichotomy between East and
West. It is expected to reveal a complex set of
similarities and divergences in the new towns
social mobility both across the Iron Curtain,
and within different countries on each side of it.
In Bulgaria, the project investigates Dimitrovgrad
and Dimitrovo (Pernik), exploring the specific model of the communist state to provide
upward mobility for some, while causing
downward mobility of others. The overarching
question is how converging ideas of egalitarian

society took varying paths and produced different, but comparable results across Europe, and
what were the dynamics, which the attempts at
social engineering created.
The project’s major contribution to the academic debate is the fresh perspective on the
East-West division in the 1950s, building on
comparative social history. It will also substantiate and nuance the rising attempts to include
Eastern Europe in the narrative of a wide
European consensus to build egalitarian societies, rooted in the experiences of World War Two.

Christo Stoev (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
MA in Philosophy; PhD in Philosophy (Sofia University ‘St Kliment Ohridski’)
Affiliation: Department of Philosophy, Sofia University ‘St Kliment Ohridski’
Field of Study: Philosophical Anthropology
Project Title:

A Different Approach into the Philosophical Anthropology: Rethinking the Human
through its Antonyms
The project builds on a simple thesis. In order
to think through the human in general and to
understand our own self-reflective cultural image as humans, we need to consider what we
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comprehend as opposite or even just different
from the human. So, the main focus of the project will be conceptual analysis of the antonyms
we have for the word human. These could be

divided into two types: explicit and implicit
antonyms. Explicit antonyms are formed with
negative prefixes like non-, un-, in-, anti-. The
examples are: nonhuman, unhuman, inhumane,
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antihuman. Implicit antonyms are not formed
with prefixes and they do not share the same
root as the word human. Examples could be:
beast, monster, machine, alien, barbarian,

impure and so on. These implicit antonyms are
interesting case because they are loaded with
long cultural legacy.

A special focus of the analysis will be devoted
to the cases of the nonhuman and the inhumane. As suggested by the two very different
words in English our intuitions in this semantic
field are divided into two basic types. On one
hand, these are intuitions on that which the
human is not (the nonhuman) and on the
other hand intuitions on what the human
should not be (the inhumane). These layers
respectively reveal the descriptive and normative modes of our thinking on the human
condition. The intuitions in question need to
be philosophically conceptualized in order to
understand their scope, limits, and claim to
universality. Thus, light can be thrown on the
very recent theoretical conceptions that seem
to question our commitment to the humanist
ideas. This should provide a more clear-cut
interpretation on what it means to strive for
a trans-humanist or a post-humanist world.

Aneliya Stoyanova (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian-Swiss Fellowship
MA in History; PhD in Early Modern Balkan History (Sofia University)
Affiliation: Independent Scholar
Field of Study: Early Modern History
Project Title:

A Possible Ally from the East: The Habsburg Intelligence and the Ottoman-Safavid
Rivalry, 1560s–1610s
The project examines the dependencies in
the triangle of bilateral relations between the
Ottomans, the Safavids, and the Habsburgs.
The series of Ottoman-Safavid wars in the extremely vibrant period of the late 16th c. and
early 17th c. temporarily hindered the military
activity of the Porte in the Mediterranean and
Central Europe. They were hence beneficial for
both branches of the Habsburg dynasty based
in Vienna and Madrid – prime antagonists of
the Ottoman advance to the West. Furthermore,
the perception of the Ottomans as a common
enemy lead to ambitious plans for cooperation
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and anti-ottoman alliances between Habsburgs
and Safavids.
The project explores how the Imperial court
in Vienna/Prague understood the OttomanSafavid rivalry and tried to take advantage of
it. By examining written sources, produced by
the Habsburg court and its diplomatic network,
the research aims at outlining the degree of
acquaintance with different aspects of the manifold bilateral relations between the two Muslim
states. Due to the lack of permanent contacts
between the Emperor and the Shah, it was the

Habsburg intelligence in Istanbul that regularly provided Vienna/Prague with the latest
information regarding the developments in the
Ottoman-Safavid relations. The project further
brings to light the poorly studied crucial practices of collecting and delivering information
and its vital importance for the decision-making
process at the Imperial court. Since the examined connections remain poorly researched, the
expected results will contribute to the general
study of Europe’s image of the East and more
concretely to the study of the relationship of
the Habsburgs with the Middle East.
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Ágoston Berecz (Hungary)
Independent International Fellowship
PhD in Comparative History (Central European University )
Affiliation: Past, Inc, Central European University
Field of Study: History
Project Title:

Unequal Official Multilingualism in the Eastern Part of Dualist Hungary
My project aims to provide a comprehensive
picture of official linguistic practices in Dualist
Transylvania and the Banat, today mostly in
Romania. As the linguistically most diverse polity in Europe to have experimented with nationstate building, Dualist Hungary (1867–1918)
was arguably an outlier, but certainly not an
anomaly in modern Europe, and studying its
nationalizing policies can throw into sharper
relief dynamics and tensions that were also
prevalent in culturally less divided settings.
While there is a burgeoning literature on official multilingualism in the Austrian half of the
Habsburg Monarchy, current notions about how
Dualist Hungary handled linguistic diversity in
running the business of the state still largely rest
on contemporary criticisms, mostly from the
later years of the period. Placing these practices
in a ‘from-below’ perspective may afford a view
on nationalization in reverse, a phenomenon
that challenges state-centred accounts of
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becoming national. I adopt a broad definition of
language policies that embraces both planned
and unplanned action and runs from the discourses that justified them through legislation,
implementation and the responses they elicited
all the way to contemporary reflections. This

comprehensive focus, which imposes a strategy
of alternating the narrative between the micro
and macro levels, makes my project uniqe in the
historiography of Central and Eastern Europe.
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Asiya Bulatova (Russia)
Gerda Henkel Fellowship
MA in Post-1900: Theories, Literatures and Cultures; PhD in English and American Studies (University of Manchester)
Aﬃliation: Independent Scholar
Fields of Study: Literary Studies, Film Studies, History of Science
Project Title:

The Chaplin Vaccine: Taylorism and Immunization in Early-Soviet Film Theory and
Fiction
The project examines immunization through
the figure of Charlie Chaplin, which dominated
early-Soviet discourses on cinema as a means
of promoting healthy work culture for the proletariat. Like vaccination, which was an important tool of managing the masses in a country
where health was rapidly re-conceptualised as
a state concern, cinema was expected to play an
important role in moulding the Soviet worker.
The purpose of the project is to explore
the theoretical potential of vaccination and
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immunity, which were employed in literature
and film theory of the first decade after the
Russian revolution to construct film as a kinaesthetic tool of labour education. Through this
apparatus, Chaplin became an unlikely agent
of “labour vaccination.” Methodologically, the
project is inspired by a relatively recent turn
towards the history of biosciences in literary
studies and film studies. I argue that Chaplin’s
position in Soviet culture acquires unique theoretical significance when seen in conjunction
with theories that advocate cinema as a tool of

ideological vaccination capable of transmitting
knowledge about bodily efficiency and labour
optimization.
Through an interdisciplinary approach my book
and accompanying articles will uncover a largely
neglected area of Soviet film and cultural history, showing how earlier constructions of vaccination help us reconsider current discourses
of bio-cultural contagion.
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Grace E. Fielder (USA)
Independent International Fellowship
MA in 1976; PhD in 1983 (University of California Los Angeles)
Affiliation: Department of Russian and Slavic Studies, University of Arizona (Professor Emerita)
Field of Study: Slavic and Balkan Historical Sociolinguistics
Project Title:

Social Networks and Sofia Vernaculars at the Dawn of the Bulgarian National
Language
While the history of the Bulgarian standard
(=literary) language has been extensively researched, non-standard variants or vernacular
language are typically excluded. By analyzing
virtually the only source we have for 19th
century spoken language, namely, autograph
letters, this study will be a language history
“from below”, i.e. an alternate language history
of marginalized speakers, particularly women.
This will be the first historical sociolinguistic

study of 19th century Bulgarian vernacular
that will provide new insights on the dynamics
of language variants and social networks. By
revealing the social dynamics of the tension
between the western variants and eastern
variants of Bulgarian that persists to this day
in the capital city (and indeed has spread
beyond), this study will be a contribution not
only to an understudied area of the history
of the Bulgarian language, but also the field

of historical sociolinguistics and pragmatics.
The theoretical framework and methodology
can also be expanded to encompass the 20th
and 21st century linguistic situation and thus
contribute to a better understanding of how
what today could be called the Bulgarian koine
has emerged organically as opposed to dictated
from above by codifiers.

Sorin Gog (Romania)
Independent International Fellowship
PhD in Sociology (Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Affiliation: Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Field of Study: Sociology and anthropology
Project Title:

Psychotherapy, Spirituality and the Inner Self: Post-secular Subjectivities among the
Romanian Middle Class
This research project focuses on the emergence
of spiritualized forms of psychotherapy and
self-help psychologies that have become an
important component of the booming industry
of personal and spiritual growth in Romania
and throughout Western and Eastern Europe
and aims at analyzing the paradigmatic shift
taking place in psychology and in psychotherapeutic practices that are employed in modeling

a new form of subjectivity. By drawing on
Michel Foucault’s, Nikolas Rose’s and Charles
Taylor’s work Gog’s research looks at how
these emergent psychotherapies are producing bio-political technologies that attempt to
governmentalize both old and new capitalist
societies. The research is interested in analyzing
the way these new spiritual psychotherapies operate and how they generate a new subjective

interiority based on self-development and selfrealization and on a new understanding of personal authenticity that is becoming increasingly
popular, first in Western Europe and gradually in
Eastern Europe as well, through academic and
professional networks, books, digital media and
public lectures and the establishment of new
psychological associations.

Savvas Kyriakidis (Greece)
Independent International Fellowship
MA in Byzantine Studies ; PhD in Byzantine Studies ( University of Birmingham)
Affiliation: No permanent affiliation
Field of Study: Byzantine Studies
Project Title:

Oath-Taking and Oath-Breaking in Byzantium
Oaths were common in the social life of
Byzantium. They were one of the main
2020 – 2021

mechanisms that sustained the legal, economic
and political structures of the Byzantine state.

They cannot be treated merely as ceremonial conventions or solemn declarations. Oaths
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cemented alliances, confirmed treaties between
the emperor and foreign rulers, facilitated economic transactions, guaranteed the functioning
of the government, the peaceful succession to
the throne and the delivery of justice.
By bringing together legal, literary and documentary sources it explores the impact of oaths
on Byzantine religious, social, cultural and political history. It compares the views of Byzantine
patristic authors and canonists about oath to
the ideas of Western European theologians. It

investigates the treatment of oath in Byzantine
civil law and explores the information court
decisions and oath rituals provide about social
relations in Byzantium and issues such as the
status of women. It discusses the use of oaths
as means to promote imperial policies and how
oath ceremonies reflect intercultural exchanges
between Byzantium and its neighbors. A
significant part of my research deals with the
analysis of Byzantine concepts about conspiracies and perjury. Oaths reinforced the solidarity
and alliances between individuals who wished

to improve their social status, influence and
power. However, Emperors were suspicious of
such oaths and sworn associations and tried to
restrict or outlaw them.
The aim of this project is to contribute to the
better understanding of the social relations in
Byzantium through the study of oath, which is
a subject that has not attracted sufficient attention by modern scholarship.

Tetiana Onofriichuk (Ukraine)
Gerda Henkel Fellowship
PhD in History and Civilization (European University Institute in Florence, Italy)
Aﬃliation: Independent scholar
Field of Study: Natural History
Project Title:

Define the Distinction: Natural History and Society in the Polish provinces of the
Russian Empire 1790s – 1840s.
This project is about discovery of natural history
by the educated residents, petty nobility and
gentry (szlachta), in the Volhynian and Podolian
provinces of the Russian empire in the late 18th
– first third of the 19th century. Following the
incorporation of these lands into the administrative structure of the empire, local amateurs
unveiled their interest and contemplated the
necessity to study the natural world of their
provinces. In order to do so, they turned to
the well-known works on natural history by

the French, German, and Swedish scientists.
However, Volhynian and Podolian provincial
botanists not only appropriated foreign knowledge but also laid emphasis on promulgation
of local natural novelties for the benefit of the
world, an emphasis they believed necessary
given the social and political reality of their region – the annexation, Napoleon’s presence, and
continuous military upheavals. Through discussing practices and agendas of local naturalists
in the most western provinces of the Russian

empire, the project tackles the problem of (un)
equal distribution of knowledge, the problem
of the transfer of ideas and their cultural (dis)
placement in the long 18th – first third of the
19th century. Examination of scientific pursuits
in the Polish provinces also exposes the many
(re)presentations of the global Enlightenment
in Eastern Europe, uncovering the regional
dynamics of this movement through the lens
of natural history and science.

Anastasia Preobrazhenskaya (Russia)
Gerda Henkel Fellowship
Specialist diploma in Linguistics and Translation; MA in Russian and Comparative Literature; PhD in Russian Medieval and
Early Modern Literature (National research university “Higher School of Economics”)
Aﬃliation: School of Philological Studies, National research university “Higher School of Economics”
Field of Study: Russian Medieval and Early Modern Literature, Polish Literature, Church History
Project Title:

Funeral Devotional Practices of Monastics in Early Modern Russia
The project is devoted to the study of funeral
piety of Russian monastics of the second half
of the 17th century in a broader European context. It addresses origins of these practices, the
ways in which they were transferred to Russia
mainly through Polish culture which served
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as a mediator, and then adopted by Russian
monastics. Major sources are on testaments
and funeral sermons which can be studied together because of their close relation to funeral
liturgy and rite. The core of the project will be
constituted by comparative textual analysis,

both philological and literary, and historical
interpretation of primary sources. Close reading
will be used for understanding which deathrelated practices were borrowed and how they
were adopted and/or changed. Historical contextualization of testaments well help to define
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the ways in which Polish practices penetrated
Russian tradition and who the mediators were.
Close reading, comparative approach, philological and historical analysis will be drawn upon
for examination of funeral sermons as well.
Palaeographic examination of their preserved
draft copies will help to build a link between

addresses of testaments and sermons and
to understand which European, Polish, and
Russian sources were used. The project will
bring a new, more personal perspective to the
study of Russian clerics and will significantly
add to the field of European-Russian relations
on the cultural ground. Advancing researchers’

awareness of the everyday life and practices of
clerics, the project has implications for the social
structure and life in the Early Modern Muscovy
complementing the larger picture and enriching our understanding of people’s lives in the
historical and cultural context.

Danilo Šarenac (Serbia)
Independent International Fellowship
BA in History (Faculty of Philosophy, Belgrade University); MA in Contemporary History (Central European University,
Budapest); PhD in history (Faculty of Philosophy, Belgrade University)
Affiliation: Institute for Contemporary History, Belgrade
Field of Study: Cultural and Social History of the First World War
Project Title:

Deserting the Balkan Armies. The Cases of Serbia and Bulgaria (1912–1918)
The phenomenon of desertion during the 20th
century conflicts still presents a very strong
taboo in the Balkan historiographies. On the
other hand, developments in western academia
during the past 30 years made it clear that issues
of military desertion and insubordination can
provide valuable new perspectives. The aim of
my project is to assemble and analyse the cases
of desertion in the Bulgarian and Serbian army

so that these cases can be treated as an analytical category. This way I will be able to reach out
towards some of the most discrete processes of
the front line developments in the Balkans. Two
interlinked examples of Serbia and Bulgaria, the
embattled neighbours, would present a significant step toward a more comprehensive understanding of everyday interactions within the
two largest Balkan armies. As a result, I expect

to show that the front line developments, attitudes and experiences of the men in uniform
were much more complex than usually believed
and that the “contract” between the state and
its citizens during wartime had to be constantly
renegotiated even in agrarian societies such as
Serbian and Bulgarian one.

Olga Zaslavskaya (Russia/Hungary)
Gerda Henkel Fellowship
MA in History ; PhD in Cultural Studies (St.Petersburg State University )
Affiliation: Independent Scholar, IACC/NAKKA (Budapest, Hungary)
Field of Study: Transnational history, cultural studies
Project Title:

Between the Reds and the Whites: Civil War and the East European “Lost Generation”
This research project covers the period from the
early 1900s, the Great War, and post-war period
with main focus on the transnational experience
of the representatives of the East European
‘lost generation’ through their participation in
military and revolutionary activities both on
the territory of the Soviet Russia and beyond.
Based on the historical material (archives and
ego-documents), the project aims to identify
some typological features in the biographies
of the representatives of this generation. It
investigates how their experience during the
First World War determined the reintegration
of the former soldiers and captives into society
and their further lives both in home and host
countries.
Their re-socialization in the post-war period was
marked by the experience of return (in many
cases they had to choose another country of
2020 – 2021

residence) and the associated problems of
adaptation and communication (language,
culture, traditions) as well as profession in new
post-war conditions. For many of these young
people this process had started already in
Soviet Russia when they joined the Red Army or
remained in the country after the Civil War. The
young Czechs, Slovaks, Polish and Hungarians,
the former citizens of Austro-Hungarian empire,
had to make a choice between the Reds and
the Whites, fighting each other in Siberia and
the Far East.
As a result of the post-war, post-revolution
turbulence many representatives of the “lost
generation” found themselves not in their home
countries, but abroad where several transnational groups emerged, including Vienna, Paris,
Berlin, and also Moscow. Their life and creative

works were described in monographs and articles, however, less attention has been paid to
their activities as migrants and trans-migrants
and to the emergence of transnational circuits
between home and host countries.
A serious obstacle for both comparative
and transnational research of the post-war
experience of the representatives of the “lost
generation” is the methodological nationalism. From this perspective the research hopes
to contribute to a better understanding of the
diversity of life perspectives and choices based
on the war experience of the former soldiers,
officers and POWs and their re-socialization
in the new historical circumstances caused by
the collapse of Austro-Hungarian, Russian and
Ottoman empires.
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Dr Nilay Kilinç’s academic interests lie in the
fields of Return Migration, Turkish-European
Relations, High-Skilled Migration, Diasporas,
Identity and Belonging. She completed her
B.A. degree in International Relations at Istanbul Bilgi University, Turkey, and received an
M.A. degree in European Studies from Lund
University, Sweden. In 2017, she was awarded
a PhD degree in Mobility and Migration Studies by the University of Surrey, UK. Dr Kilinç
was Fellow of CAS Gerda Henkel Fellowship
Programme 2019/2020 working on Highly
Skilled Turkish Migrants’ Search for Alternative
Diaspora Spaces in Europe: How They Build
Digital Social Networks Beyond the Culture
of Rejection.
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OMNICULTURALISM –

reconsidering
the understanding
of integration
A Talk with Dr Nilay Kilinç,

CAS Fellow of Gerda Henkel
Fellowship Programme
Your long-term area of interest is migration studies – a field of upper relevance
and controversy for modern-day Europe. What kindled your inspiration
to bridge a B.A. in International Relations and a doctoral and post-doctoral
research in Mobility and Migration
Studies?

we stayed in Kreuzberg, I met some Turkish youngsters from Germany who were
on a school trip to Berlin. Right away, they
almost begged me, ‘Please give us one
Turkish banknote and we will give you 100
Deutsche Mark. We are really curious about
our motherland, we always feel longing.’ I
was perplexed…

Dr Nilay Kilinç: Interestingly enough, I
had reflected on this during the Covid-19
lockdown in Sofia. I had always thought, I
chose to focus on migration studies, because it is a field where I can bring together
politics, history and sociology for the topics I have been always interested in, such
as identity, home and belonging. But, why
at all I have been interested in all these?

Kreuzberg in those years was not gentrified
yet. I saw Turkish shops and restaurants
everywhere, I could hear Turkish on the
streets; there were many Turkish people
around. The road sign even read as ‘Kreuzberg Merkezi’ (Centrum) in Turkish. I did not
understand this place at all – in my family
or in close circles, I did not know anyone
who had migrated to Germany. Fast forward to ten years later, I wrote my MA dissertation at Lund University on the return
migration of Turkish people from Germany
to Turkey, and then my PhD thesis followed
in the University of Surrey. I also directed
a documentary about a Turkish-German
man who was raised on the streets of Hannover and then got deported to Turkey
due to criminal activities. He started a new
chapter in his life in Antalya and he helps
street kids with drug problems.

Let’s go back to the year of 2000, when I
was a theatre student at the Istanbul City
Conservatoire. I got a role as a street boy
in a musical which depicted the struggles
of people living on the streets of Istanbul.
I sacrificed my long hair for this role, which
was a big thing for me at the age of 11, and
lived as a boy for two years. The musical
played on all stages of Istanbul, and at
some point we went on a tour to Berlin.
Our musical was included in a theatre
festival in Kreuzberg. This was my first trip
abroad, without my parents. In the hostel
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I think, my experience in Berlin was the
first time I got aware of migration as a

sociological phenomenon and somehow
it directed my choices later on. In Istanbul
Bilgi University, I was a student of Prof.
Ayhan Kaya’s who inspired me to focus
on the Turkish-German diasporic spaces.
Later on at Malmö University, Prof. Russell
King made it possible for me to research
about return migration from Germany to
Turkey. At the University of Surrey, I had
the privilege to be supervised by Prof. Allan Williams whose work on highly-skilled
migration & human and social capital further sparked an interest in me. Life works
in mysterious and brilliant ways when we
follow our hearts and open our eyes...
In an environment of a contemporary
immigration and refugee crisis, there
is a bulging pool of studies exploring
the non-integrative status of non-EU
migrants in the EU member states. However, your research interest at CAS tackles the life-stories of Turkish migrant
from a diverging perspective, focusing
on highly-skilled migrants and their
quest for alternative spaces in their
host societies in Germany, Sweden and
the Netherlands, other than their native
diaspora communities. Based on your
research, how are ‘alternative diasporas’
created? What is the driving mechanism
behind and does the concept of omni-
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culturalism help illuminate the search
for one’s wider integration, outside the
boundaries of the ancestral group?
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student exchange programmes and built
transnational links.

N. K.: The contemporary diasporas do
not necessarily limit themselves to ethnonational and religious markers. Today,
‘diaspora’ as a concept and phenomena
are highly stretched in terms of definition,
and in terms of its scope. We talk about
LGBTQ+ diasporas, academic diasporas,
digital diasporas and so on. Diasporas
reflect their times, and the conditions of
late modernity allow people to create and
maintain collective identities based on lifestyle, consumption, socio-economic class,
gender, ideology and even professional occupations.Hence, within a diaspora group,
there can be sub-groups and they may
share little with each other other than having roots in the same ancestral homeland.
My findings demonstrate that, the ‘new diasporas’, i.e. highly-skilled Turkish migrants
in Europe often adopt the role of being a
‘third eye’: they are aware of the ‘old diasporas’ in their respective European cities,
they are sometimes in touch with them; at
the same time, they mostly work with the
dominant Others (i.e. German, Swedish,
Dutch colleagues) and their social circles
are highly mixed in terms of nationality.
They are constantly observing how they
perceive these different groups, and how
they think they are being perceived; however, they prefer to stay in the ‘third space’,
having the freedom of switching between
these groups. These spontaneous negotiations are possible because their repertoire
of skills and knowledge allows them.

So, they are not afraid of losing their
native culture or forgetting their native
language or values/traditions as the ‘old
diasporas’ – for the ‘new diasporas’ any
kind of intercultural exchange is only a
gain which enriches their transcultural
capital. Of course, with the communication
and transportation technologies, they can
always be in touch with their families and
friends in Turkey and they can always read
and watch in Turkish. The old diasporas
did not have these, so it was normal they
wanted to stick to one another. The highlyskilled Turkish migrants can go ahead and
find ‘alternative diaspora’ spaces or create
them. The findings show that they socialise
with people who share similar lifestyles,
professional interests regardless of nationality. The artists in the sample group find
art spaces that can help them improve
their networks; the academics mostly socialise within their university environment;
some respondents are activists and they
take an active role in NGOs which work
for women’s rights, for migrants and refugees, environmental issues and LGBTQ+
rights. They are all active users of social
media; not only do they communicate
with their friends and families in Turkey
and other European countries, but they
also support global movements and find
like-minded individuals as well as potential
professional collaborators. In that sense,
their ‘alternative diaspora spaces’ denote
collective consciousness in certain ways
of thinking and living.

The sample group is mostly in their 30s,
they have at least an MA degree and
the majority of them speaks at least two
foreign languages. They come from metropolitan areas like Istanbul and Izmir,
and for Turkish standards they grew up in
privileged environments. Some of them
had attended high schools which had a
European/American curriculum such as
the American college, German, Austrian,
French and Italian high schools in Istanbul. They are well-travelled and well-read
individuals who have diverse interests.
Before migrating to their European countries, they were already living international
and cosmopolitan lives; many of them did

I chose to conceptualise this group as
‘omniculturals’ because they focus on
human commonalities first, and then, if
relevant, they acknowledge the distinctiveness of groups later. And I believe this
is how they would like to be perceived as
well. My respondents often narrated that
they are tired of questions like ‘Where are
you from?’, or ‘Where are you really from?’
They often speak the local language, they
have decent jobs, they have vibrant social
circles and yet, somehow these cannot be
enough for them to just flow through the
day without being reminded that they are
not from that country. They are ‘integrated’
and they cherish multiculturalism; some of

them even call themselves ‘cosmopolitan’;
but their host society does not want to
connect with them at that level.
Now, as your research at CAS is completed, do you believe that your findings
could be of value for higher authorities
and policy makers? If so, how?
N. K.: The findings illuminate that highlyskilled migrants are invisible in their
societies, nobody really knows about
their problems, needs and challenges;
they integrate themselves. Secondly, it
demonstrates that integration has to be a
reciprocal process. If the members of the
host society are not willing to embrace
the international newcomers, if they are
not willing to change their own perceptions, then multiculturalism will always
stay as a ‘cool’ concept which does not
work in practice. That’s also why I propose
‘omniculturalism’ – all cultures are heavily
influenced by each other: with globalisation and digitalisation, the young urban
individuals connect in more creative and
innovative ways. Hence, the integration
debates and policies need to consider revising their understanding of integration.
What does integration mean in today’s
world? Integration to what exactly? Can
we speak of a concrete, monolithic German culture? Which region, which city, and
even which neighbourhood in Germany
are we talking about when we talk about
this ‘German culture’? Are all Germans integrated into the ‘German culture’? Countries
were multicultural before the migrants
– regional differences meeting in urban
areas is the best example of it. Perhaps,
we need to think of integrating everyone
into certain values systems which respect
human dignity, gender equality, freedom
of expression, compassion for one another,
acknowledge each individual’s creative potential, etc., other than keeping people in
the power dynamics of ethnic hierarchies.
This kind of research can inform local
policy-makers about how to find appropriate cross-cultural responses to the
challenges of pluralism. For instance, the
highly-skilled migrants’ struggles on the labour market and housing market can give
ideas on what to improve in these aspects.
Furthermore, the migrants’ challenges in
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learning the local language, building social contacts, finding appropriate training
programmes to improve their careers can
inform the authorities on what practical
changes can be made to make services
more accessible for diverse groups. Currently, I am continuing my research at the
University of Helsinki and in collaboration
with the City of Helsinki, Espoo and Vantaa.
The collaboration with the local authorities
makes it possible for me to promote my research outside academia, and together we
will be able to make a direct impact on the
local highly-skilled migrant communities.
In your opinion, could omniculturalism,
as contrasted to multiculturalism, be
a means to de-fracture our ‘fractured’
globalising world?
N. K.: This argument was discussed in Fathali M. Moghaddam’s article, ‘Omniculturalism: Policy Solutions to Fundamentalism in
the Era of Fractured Globalisation’ (2019).
As a psychologist, Moghaddam argues
that today’s fractured globalisation creates
great tensions, stress and fears for certain
groups, such as the traditional communities. In a way, he points to a ‘new global
insecurity’. He enumerates some main characteristics of fractured globalisation such
as a) identity threats (of Westernisation
and Americanisation over non-Western
collective identities), b) local identities not
being able to cope with supranational entities and global economies (e.g. EU-isation
and Europeanisation), c) macro-micro
change disparities (e.g. technology can
advance in high speed, but psychological
changes at micro- and interpersonal level
will require more time), d) global radical
networks, e) virtual collective movements,
f ) widening the wealth gap, and g) rising
expectations on high-quality living. These
create new tensions and contradictions
that go beyond national borders, Moghaddam suggests. As a response to such new
threats, crises and insecurities we face, he
introduces the concept of ‘omnicultural
policy’. Moghaddam (2019: 342) explains,
‘The intended goal of omniculturalist policy is to achieve a citizenry that perceives
all humans as part of an ingroup with
important similarities. Thus, all humans
develop a primary identity that includes
all other humans, as part of a superordi-
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nate category. At a second stage in their
development in an omnicultural society,
individuals form a secondary identity,
based on membership in subgroups, such
as religious, ethnic, professional, and other
categories.’ He further gives an example of
how this can be practically implemented: at
schools, children can be taught about the
important ways in which human beings
are similar, with a main ethos, ‘what is it
to be human?’. Differences are addressed
at a secondary level. Of course this would
require the educational systems to change.
For instance, my earlier work on Turkish
second-generation migrants in Germany
would touch upon how ‘learned differences’ affect the self-esteem at a young age.
My second-generation Turkish-Germans
respondents who were born and raised in
Germany throughout the 1960s and 1970s
would commonly mention that they were
exempt from the religion classes because
the religion classes were for the Christian
students, but they were Muslims. This was
apparently the case in places like Munich.
But some respondents would mention
that their teachers included them in the
religion classes and led the classes by giving information on all religions, with more
general questions like, ‘what is faith?’, ‘how
is faith practiced in different religions?’, and
so on. The respondents who got this kind
of education would reflect that this kind
of inclusive teaching environments, which
encourage active participation and critical
thinking, shaped them as people who have
a wider view of the world, and they have
had better careers and social lives in Germany. The bottom line is, before any sort of
category, that more emphasis needs to be
given to the ‘human notion’. Bread is made
with flour and water, a simple concept, and
yet it is done differently everywhere in the
world, some add more, some change the
type of flour, some fry it on the pan, some
put it in the oven. Depending on the climate, geography, geo-politics, migration,
cultural exchange, access to materials and
wealth, bread is interpreted and made
differently, and newer ways of making
bread are still introduced. The idea is that
perhaps, there is less constructive dialogue
if some take too much pride in the bread
they make, or think theirs is better. A constructive way of thinking would be to see
the richness of the ways humans make,

interpret and consume bread – yet in its
core, it is a human commonality.
Last but not least, how did your stay
at CAS further your academic work?
What memories did you make here, in
Sofia and Bulgaria, that you will always
remember?
N. K.: My fellowship at CAS coincided
with the Covid-19 pandemic; hence, my
fieldwork was heavily affected by the travel
restrictions. I collected my interviews via
Zoom and Skype and this made me think
so much on doing ethnography during the
pandemic. Our lives will be increasingly
digitalised, it seems, in the upcoming years.
How do we, social anthropologists, cope
with these changes? I have many questions
regarding this. Other than that, the time in
Sofia was extremely fruitful in terms of developing my theoretical arguments for the
research. I also applied for several postdoctoral fellowships and I got accepted at the
University of Helsinki. I was utterly happy
to be part of the interdisciplinary academic
environment of CAS and I believe that the
weekly seminars – even though via Zoom
– expanded my knowledge in several fields
outside of my area of research.
I truly enjoyed my time in Sofia. We were
not allowed to be in indoor spaces, but
Sofia as a city is an open-air museum! Many
civilisations met in this city and in every
corner there is a piece of history that is
waiting to be discovered. I especially liked
the challenge of reading Ottoman history through the eyes of the Bulgarians. I
managed to travel to Plovdiv as well, then
to Asen’s Fortress and the Bachkovo Monastery. I actually thought that Bulgaria is
such a cultural and historical gem! Plovdiv
is one of the world’s oldest cities, older
than Rome actually. It is a shame that many
people abroad do not know what Bulgaria
can offer to a visitor in terms of culture,
history, nature and hospitality. I left Sofia
with great memories and I hope to come
back at some point.

Interviewed by the Editor
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Forms of Ownership –
Property in Communist
Bulgaria
In 2020, Centre for Advanced Studies Sofia became the host of a
new discussion series, Forms of Ownership – Property in Communist
Bulgaria, whose purpose is to address and investigate the issues
of private versus state property as codified in Bulgarian socialist
law, as well as the various types of legal or tolerated ownerships
in the country’s socialist past.
The inspiration behind the seminar series is the paucity of systematic research on ownership in Bulgaria’s recent history that has
not been comprehensively covered at university level, either by
the faculties of History and Social Sciences, or by Economics and
Philosophy. A possible reason for its neglection is the relatively
short historical period since the fall of the communist regime
which puts certain limits to any disinterested academic evaluation. In addition, Bulgarian academics seem to be repulsed by the
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monotonous ideological clichés that were
imposed by the regime on ownership, and
thus avoid their scholarly deconstruction.
However, the liquidation of private economic property, limiting it to personal
property in the domestic field, as well as
the idea of merging cooperative and socialist property into ‘a common communist
property’ was part of the Socialist Utopia.
In socialist legislation, ownership was codified in numerous fundamental laws such as
the Civil Law of Property, the Law of Rent,
the Law of Landlord-Tenant Relationship,
etc. These laws displayed the communist
regime’s attitude towards ownership under socialist circumstances. Nowadays,
under the new political circumstances in
Bulgaria, private property is inviolable, and
the issues of public ownership are pushed
to the margins of property legislation.
The new discussion series acknowledges
that there is a pressing need to explore
ownership under socialism in-depth, by
assessing property within the juridical
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framework of its time, and analysing it from
various methodological standpoints by
employing the methods of History, Sociology, Economics and Philosophy.
There are numerous questions to be
incorporated and addressed in the seminar series: Is it possible that some of the
problems surrounding ownership in
Bulgaria are rooted in the legacy of the
country’s socialist past? Could the ideas
of land cooperation and private forest nationalisation be justified even today, from
a post-socialist point of view? Why does
the Bulgarian society lightheartedly accept
that any difficulties in the functioning of
private capitalist ownership today are the
result of the processes of collectivisation /
nationalisation related to socialism? How
did the restrictions imposed on one’s
private property reflect on the common
social mind and how do they influence
the drive for ownership in modern-day
Bulgaria? What impact does the prohibition on multiple private properties under
socialism (i.e. more than one flat and one

country-house per family) exert on the
property market of twenty-first-century
Bulgaria? Could there be a link between
the ways flats used to be rented out in
the recent past, on the one hand, and the
current high number of empty flats in the
densely populated capital, on the other?
What has once year-long, time-consuming
queuing for cars and luxury goods ‘taught’
Bulgarians nowadays? Are there any morals in the field of socialist family legislation (e. g. the Law of Inheritance, the Law
of Marital Property, etc.) that have been
passed down to the legal field of family relationships today? And what are the
modern metamorphoses undergone by
the once codified socialist attitude towards
art and artifacts, literature and science in
the field of authorship?
The discussion series is led by Dr Stoyan
Stavru (Institute of Philosophy and Sociology at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences)
and Dr Roumen Avramov, Permanent
Fellow at CAS.
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CAS
C A L EN D A R OF EVENTS
2020

January
09 January 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr John Paul Neman:
Twilight of the Idols? Balkan Paramilitarism 1923–1941:
Interactions, Experiences, and the Dilemmas of Demobilisation.

02 April 2020
Fellow Seminar
Prof. Robert Appelbaum:
The Renaissance Discovery of Violence, from Boccaccio to
Shakespeare.

23 January 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Angelina Georgieva:
Dance Modernism between the Two World Wars:
the Bulgarian Case.

09 April 2020
Fellow Seminar
Prof. Margaret Dimitrova:
The Athonite Monk Panteleimon (ca. before 1785–after 1850): An
Excellent Bulgarian Preacher.

February
06 February 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Anastasia Felcher:
Alexander Pushkin as Foreign Heritage:
Transformation and Cultural Disintegration in Post-Soviet Societies.
20 February 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Gavin Murray-Miller: Europe, Islam and Trans-Imperial Networks,
1850–1924.
27 February 2020
Fellow Seminar
Prof. Simeon Evstatiev:
From the Middle East to the Balkans: Salafism and the Muslim Quest
for Certainty.

March
05 March 2020
Fellow Seminar
Assoc. Prof. Martin Belov:
Constitutional Semiotics. Theory of Imaginative, Visual
and Emotional Discourses in Constitutional Law.
12 March 2020
Advanced Academia Public Lecture
Dr Ivaylo Nachev:
The Politics of Street Names: Naming and Renaming Public Spaces
in the Bulgarian Capital City of Sofia, 1878–2018.
18 March 2020
CAS Discussion Series
Policies of the Rule of Law
Prof. Evelina Kelbecheva: Declarations and Laws, History and
Memory.
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April

11 April 2020
Advanced Academia Public Lecture
Dr Neda Deneva:
Return Migration of Health Professionals and the Transformation
of Medical Practice in the Field of Maternal and Child Health in
Bulgaria.
16 April 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Stoyan Shivarov:
Lost Pages: (Ottoman) Turkish Language Periodicals in Bulgaria
(1878–1944). Muslim Tradition versus Nationalism.
23 April 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Nilay Kilinç:
Highly-Skilled Turkish Migrants’ Search for ‘Alternative Diaspora
Spaces’ in Europe: How Do They Build Social and Career Networks
Beyond the ‘Cultures of Rejection’?
30 April 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Alessandro Nannini:
Aesthetics as ‘medicina mentis‘? A Reconsideration of the Origins of
Aesthetics as a Philosophical Science.

May

November

14 May 2020
Fellow Seminar
Assoc. Prof. Irina Gordeeva:
Tolstoyans and International Pacifist Movement in the 1920–1930s:
The Early History of European Transnational Solidarity.

05 November 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Stanimir Panayotov:
Feminisms beyond the Body: Towards a Feminist Theory
of Disembodiment.

21 May 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Svetoslava Toncheva:
Living with or versus Nature? Mitigation of Human–Bear Conflicts as
a Bridge towards ‘Politics of Conviviality’.

12 November 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Ágoston Berecz:
Official Multilingualism in the Eastern Part of Dualist Hungary.

June
19 June 2020
Annual meeting of CAS Academic Council

July
03–04 July 2020
1st Working Session of the ‘Lost in Transition’ Project.

October
06 October 2020
Opening of the New Academic Year 2020/2021.
15 October 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Alessandro Nannini:
Aesthetics as ‘Medicina Mentis’? A Reconsideration of the Origins
of Aesthetics as a Philosophical Science.
22 October 2020
Fellows Seminar
Dr Alexander Popov:
Narrating AI. Speculating through Science and Fiction on the Future
of Machine and Human Intelligence.

19 November 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Lyubomir Pozharliev:
Competing Interests. State and Private actors in the Development of
Black Sea Infrastructure in Russia and Bulgaria (1856–1914).
26 November 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Vladimir Nakov:
Hidden Madness: Mental Health Governance in Socialist Bulgaria.

December
04 December 2020
CAS Discussion Series:
Forms of Ownership – Property in Communist Bulgaria
Dr Nadezhda Glabova:
The Right of Private Practice: Medical Doctors until 1972.
10 December 2020
Fellow Seminar
Dr Albena Shkodrova:
Now you can! Upward Mobility in New Towns across Europe after
World War II.

23 October 2020
CAS Discussion Series:
Forms of Ownership – Property in Communist Bulgaria:
Dr Stoyan Stavru:
The Rise of Socialist Property and the Rescue of Civil Legislation in
Bulgaria.
30–31 October 2020
CAS Workshop
Lost in Transition:
Social Sciences, Scenarios of Transformation, and Cognitive
Dissonances in East Central Europe after 1989.
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